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Dedicated to all the fallen innocent,
and freedom fighters past, present and future

10
Civil disobedience on grounds of conscience is an honourable
tradition in this country and those who take part in it may in the
end be vindicated by history.
Lord Justice Hoffman
The working masses of men and women, they and they alone, are
responsible for everything that takes place, the good things and the bad
things. True enough, they suffer most from a war, but it is their apathy,
craving for authority, etc, that is most responsible for making wars
possible. It follows of necessity from this responsibility that the working
masses of men and women, they and they alone, are capable of
establishing lasting peace.
– Wilhelm Reich, The Mass Psychology of Fascism
Strike against war, for without you no battles can be fought!
– Helen Keller

T

he line of marchers stretched back filling the road and out of
sight round a distant corner. Banners and flags carried
bobbing by the demonstrators flapped in the wind. Trade union
banners, unseen in convoy for decades, straddled sections of the
column. Homemade banners and placards weaved side to side
and jiggled up and down – Bring The Boys Back Home – Not In
My Name, Not With My Taxes – All We Are Saying Is Give
Peace a Chance.
The Nixon-era phrase was echoed by the lyrics of the song
being sung by the marchers, singing hand in hand across time
with the bed-bound visionaries, all sharing a common dream.
The chant took on power and flowed over Dan like a canon;
the waves of sound from the marchers ahead out of phase with
the crowd behind, each part of the song being sung at the same
time, though each singer sang it from beginning to end. It was
good to be out in the open, moving with a unified mass. The
perfect antidote to the head down existence demanded by

society’s boot. Democracy in action. They were the ‘demos’, and
they were acting, finally.
The momentum had developed quicker than he’d expected,
but then his faith in people hadn’t been that strong. The PLO
theory had been right, even though Sol admitted that it was an act
of faith. Given all the information, the consequences for
continuing on the same path, the promise of the alternatives, and
the awareness of their individual and collective political power,
people had embraced that power and grasped the vision.
Maybe the lies had worn so thin that the realities had become
too noticeable to ignore, like the facts about who was behind the
deliberate meltdown of the global financial system and why, and
the facts about the grossly immoral U.S.-led world war. O r
maybe the disaster capitalist’s overused Shock Doctrine strategy
had been used too often and become too obvious.
Whatever the reason, the campaigns had struck a chord.
Despite the initial mainstream media suppression of the localised
campaigns and prosecutions, the information spread rapidly.
The Conscience Campaign held that it was the individual’s
right, according to international law, to withhold from military
service for reasons of conscience. The logical extension of that
was that those so guided by their conscience should be able to
withhold or redirect that percentage of their taxes that were used
for military purposes.
So unjust laws existed. What was a person to do, obey them
just because they were laws, or try to change them whilst obeying
them until they succeeded, or disobey them? Everything that
Hitler did in Germany was “legal”, and everything the Hungarian
freedom fighters did was “illegal”. It was “illegal” to aid and
comfort a Jew in Hitler’s Germany.
Until now people had waited, willingly believing the façade of
debate, the assurances and lies. Now the thousands who had, in
opinion, been opposed to the war and sat with their hands in their
pockets saying that nothing could be done had been shown that
something could. And those who in the past had postured
ineffectively had found a sharpener for their pitchforks. All that
had been needed was for someone to show them the way.
With the simplicity of a lever, the withdrawal from financial

co-partnership with the warmongering State signalled the end of
that travesty of human existence and an end to the crime of
complicity. It didn’t fall to the individual to right the wrongs
generated by their unscrupulous leaders. All they had to do was
no longer support them. If all the good and moral souls out there
were to not pay that percentage of their tax that went to the
military, less violence and innocent bloodshed would be
committed than if they’d paid them. The facts were as simple as
that.
But the facts went further than that, and the flames of the
‘Lawful Rebellion’ sweeping through the land had been fanned
by the disclosure through the Freedom Movement of the truth
about people’s indisputable rights according to the Law of the
Land, which formed the basis of the Magna Carta and the U.S
Constitution. Increased awareness of the facts of how their
money was used to fund wars and how the tax and monetary
system itself was used to create debt slavery throughout the
population and shoulder the private liabilities of the rich had led
to millions of people lawfully refusing to support the activities of
the Criminals in power by refusing to pay their taxes.
The minority was powerless while it conformed to the
majority, but irresistible when it came together.
The motion had been slow at first, isolated people whose
principles were their politics. The early members of the
Conscience Campaign were predictably seized as scapegoats and
prosecuted. The scare tactic had backfired though with a rapidly
growing popular support, recognised as the defendants were as
the mouth of the nation’s slowly wakening conscience, and
outrage that someone taking a peaceful stand for peaceful
solutions should be prosecuted. If that recourse wasn’t open to
them, then where did they stand in the democracy?
The fact that international laws drawn up in Nuremberg and
Geneva were being broken meant that citizens possessed the
basic duty and right under international law to engage in acts of
civil resistance in order to prevent, impede, thwart, or terminate
ongoing criminal activities perpetrated in the conducting of
foreign affairs policies and military operations supposed to relate
to defence and counter-terrorism.

Those like the majority of the population whose tax was
automatically deducted found other ways of taking a stand. Letter
writing, petitions, and appeals through MP’s were a waste of time
and easily ignored by the nation leaders. Direct action was the
only way; you just took the initiative and did it yourself.
No large business was able to function without the
spontaneous organisation of its workers, compensating for
manager’s mistakes, reacting to unforeseen problems, and a
hundred other voluntary adjustments that kept things moving.
‘Work-to-Rule’ actions in the workplace meant that workers
withdrew that voluntary extension of their activities and did no
more than strictly follow their specific job descriptions. More
active workers engaged in go-slows and sabotage. General Strike
actions had increased, outpacing the dragging heels of the union
bosses, and walkouts and sit-ins spiralled as workers came out in
support of other workers and in support of the campaigns.
Once the machine began to grind to a halt, the cogs
themselves began to wonder about their function. This had the
unexpected effect of waking people up from the spell cast over
them by the programmers. Realisations about who was behind
the scenes and their agendas, and the intentional affect media
advertising and various products and processes were having on
their minds and bodies moved people to reassess their habits and
choices. Large-scale consumer boycotts of products and services
provided by companies with links to the military grew once
people made the connection between their wallet and war.
Actions not seen since the 60’s and 70’s developed in college
and university campuses all over the country in response to a
growing realisation among the younger generation that the
prospects for their inheritance were getting darker and smaller
left in the hands of menopausal psychopaths.
Repressed for so many years, distracted with seductive and
hypnotic media conditioning, students had rediscovered their
political voice. It was their world too. Practical solutions were
discussed at length in lively, emotional meetings where Marxist,
Surrealist, Situationist, and Zapatista theory and history were
brought out and aired. More than anyone, young people felt the
disillusionment of the voting process. Government was so far

away and concepts made too complex to consider except as an
isolated curricular module. Now their investigations and actions
put them in touch with sincere depths and creative, inspiring
visions, which in turn resulted in some creative and inspiring
action.
Typically, numerous potential abuses or disasters were evoked
at the suggestion of a nonhierarchical society. People who
accepted a system that condemned millions to death every year in
wars and famines, and millions of others to prison and torture,
suddenly let their imagination and their indignation run wild at
the thought that in a self-managed society there might be some
abuses, some violence or coercion or injustice, or even merely
some temporary inconvenience.
Whatever the alternative, it was generally agreed that
whichever system replaced the one they had, it didn’t have to
solve all the problems. It only had to deal with them better than
the present system, which wasn’t a very tall order. Also agreed
was that the youth that refused military service were the pioneers
of a warless world.
Peace Aid had been a natural, if unanticipated, sequence of
events. The music and arts events pooled funds and distributed
them into legal defence funds and financial support schemes for
striking workers. Activities were creative, almost carnival, as
people all over the country responded to the need for action in the
call from their hearts. Peace Aid in the Park, a series of concerts
and festival-style performances, catalysed a response when a
bevy of mainstream music artists, emboldened by the strength of
public feeling, rushed to show that they too cared and didn’t want
to be part of the slaughter.
The strike had been largely peaceful. Frictions between striker
and scab couldn’t breed in a climate of conscience and integrity.
Violence was not only undesirable in itself, it generated panic
and thus manipulability, and promoted militaristic, hierarchical
organisation. Non-violence entailed more open and democratic
organisation, and tended to foster the composure and compassion
needed to break the cycle of hatred. An individual’s choice to
continue supporting the carnage was their right. They had to live
with themselves.

Nearly ninety percent of the population had family consumed
by the war. In that situation doubts were pushed into the
background. You lived with the daily prayer that the stiff
Ministry of Defence notification with its regrets and
commiseration wouldn’t fall on the mat, that they would come
back alive. You had to believe it and believe in it. The moment
doubts crept in about your loved ones coming back alive, or
about the validity of the venture itself, they had to be shut out
immediately, like a cartoon character building a wall in seconds;
half-baked justifications and conformity the bricks and mortar in
the wall. Receiving a flag-draped coffin or a shattered casualty
sometimes resulted in cracks in the wall, but it rarely fell down.
And no thought was ever given to the victims of their loved one’s
actions. The ‘bring the boys back home’ message of the
campaign resonated with more than a few.
At some point the balance of public opinion had shifted. These
weren’t just issues of economics or politics, or any other
grouping used to separate people from each other. Conscience
and the desire and need for freedom were things everybody
shared. Actions of conscience enlarged the world and links were
made with struggles in other countries. Without all the
constructed ideological and religious differences, people were the
same, and setting aside the differences people had come together.
They had a common enemy in what were ultimately the same
financial and industrial groups.
But the beast was too big to confront head on. They had to lay
siege to it, deprive it of oxygen, starve it of what it was taking
from them.

